
Consideration

Carbolic Smoke Ball case

- conduct of buying and using smoke ball is consideration and it is already executed.

- executed consideration

Hamer v Sidway 

- Uncle promised to give nephew $100 if he stops swearing and smoking until 21 y/o.

- detriment is sufficient consideration.

Tweddle v Atkinson 

- Parents of groom and bride groom agrees to pay the bride groom. But the father in law died

without paying. The son (bride groom) sued the estate of the father in law but failed because

he was a third party in the contract and the court ruled that a promisee cannot bring an

action unless the consideration from the promise moved from him.

- Promise must move from the promisee but need not move to the promisor.

- Could possibly sue if it was the parents of the bride groom that sued.

Re McArdle

- Past consideration is not sufficient consideration

- At the time of act, there is no understanding that there is an agreement.

- Wife of McArdle’s son (Marjorie) paid for renovation of McArdle’s house. Only after she

paid for the renovation, the other sons of McArdle promise to reimburse Marjorie after

McArdle dies and they receive the house left for them by McArdle.

Lampleigh v Braithwaite

-The defendant, Braithwaite, killed a man. He asked the plaintiff, Lampleigh to secure him a

pardon from the king. The plaintiff spent many days doing this, riding and journeying at his

own cost across the country to where the King was and back again. Afterwards, the

defendant promised to pay the plaintiff £100 in gratitude. He later failed to pay the money.

The plaintiff sued.

- If there’s an understanding that A would be paid if the perform this act, the promise after the

act would be sufficient consideration.

Chappell v Nestle

- Nestle promised to sell records at a discount price if customers bring forward 3 wrapper

from their chocolates.

- Court rule that despite the wrappers having little to no value, they are part of the

consideration.

- Adequacy.

Collins v Godefroy

- Godefroy (def), brought an action against an attorney for negligence and caused Collins,

the plaintiff, to be subpoenaed to attend and give evidence. Godefroy promised to pay him

one guinea per day he was at court as compensation for the loss of his time. Collins

attended court for six days but was not called to give evidence. At the end Collins was not

paid, he brought an action against the defendant for the sum owing.

- The agreement that the plaintiff’s should attend court was not supported by consideration.
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- Not on equal ground, the vendor is more knowledgeable about the business than the buyer

so opinion is a false statement of fact as it is implied that the opinion is based on reasonable

ground.

(statement about future) (4th element - inducement)

NZ Motor Bodies Ltd v Emslie

- Gave forecast that was a reasonable person won’t come up with.

- A statement that is apparently about the future may imply a statement about a present fact,

and thus be held to be misrepresentation.

(statement of intention)

West v Quayside Trustee Ltd

- IDK what happened

(misrep by conduct)

King v Wilkinson

- Wilkinson wanted to sell a piece of land. King’s partner asked if the fences around the land

was the boundary. Agent mentioned about the other fence but said nothing about the other

fence. Turns out for the fence the agent mentioned nothing about, wasn’t the real boundary.

- In the case, the conduct was the presentation of the property which was a misrep.

(half truth)

Wakelin v RH & EA Jackson Ltd

- Told buyer (Wakelin) no further permits will be issued to others, but didn’t mention anything

about 1 permit already issued.

4th element

Upham v Bardebs

- Upham didn’t read particulars and conditions of sale.

- U can’t be induced by a statement u don’t know.

Redgrave v Hurd

- Solicitor(Hurd) sold practice to Redgrave(buyer) saying that the firm makes certain amount

each year and he gave buyer the opportunity to check but buyer did not do so.

- So there is inducement.

(conclusiveness of A o M clause)

Herbison v Papakura video

- Merger clause is not automatically conclusive, need to consider whether it is fair and

reasonable for the clause to be conclusive.
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